Teaching in Parables
Journey : Context
Learning objective: students will be able to identify the 5 W's .
Who What When Where Why
Devotion
COL 17.1-17.2
After reading implement the 5 w's
Who is this passage about :Christ
What this passage is about : teaching in parables
When did Christ teach in parables
Where did Christ teach in Parables
Why did Christ teach in parables
Practical Scenario
I then had the children place themselves in a practical everyday event :
A Picnic Senario
Ask the children who was at the picnic
what happened at the picnic
when the picnic was
where the picnic was
why the picnic occured

Reading : Johns broken Leg (Upon sourcing a worksheet I found I created a quick childrens
story implementing a 5W's worksheet )
The children filled in the answers on the board and completed it very well.
Activity : create a 5 W's felt booklet using the 5W's from the story read

Spiritual
(main idea) adding the 5 w's
Proverbs 24:27
This verse was used to help with the craft for the children to build a house
The main idea : building a house
Supporting Details : what a house needs to support it

Firm foundation
Other additions to a house:
Windows ,Roof,Door
Implement the 5 W's
What is the passage about?: building a house
What is a house ? Literally
Spiritually
Who:
Whose house is it? Internal ( individual house)
External ( Christ house)
( his temple of truths)

When:
When is the temple being prepared on a time line?
Toe1989__________9/11
Toe1989__________9/11
When is it being built?
1a)9/11(foundations are laid )
1b)temple built 2014
Why:To be set apart for holy use (internal)
To prepare a holy people (external)
Craft Activities :
Materials : card stock , glue, markers, gems ,
Tape
Have children build a house filled with the truths of this movement
Upon a foundation
(In which the 1, 2, 3 AM should be highlighted)

